Medical treatment for urinary retention in rehabilitating elderly women: is it necessary?
It is unclear whether medical treatment of elderly women with acute urinary retention in geriatric rehabilitation centers affects the recovery rate. The aims of the present study were to assess the rate of spontaneous recovery from urinary retention in elderly women in rehabilitation centers and to determine whether medical treatment with a adrenergic receptor blockers (a blockers) is effective in resumption of urination in this population. We surveyed 84 elderly women with urinary retention, admitted to a geriatric rehabilitation center between September 1998 and March 2000. Most had undergone orthopedic surgeries. Post-voiding urine residual (PVR) was measured 3 days after an acute episode of urinary retention. PVR of 250 mL and below was the desirable outcome. Patients with PVR over 250 mL were randomly assigned to two groups, placebo vs Doxazosin. Medication doses in both groups were increased every 3 days and catheterization was used until a desirable outcome was achieved. Seventy-eight out of the 84 patients entered the study, of whom 48 (62%) recovered spontaneously prior to initiation of medical treatment. Of the remaining 30, 7 patients dropped out and 23 began medical treatment. Twelve women recovered (a similar rate occurred in the placebo and Doxazosin groups), and 11 did not. The study was terminated due to the high rate of spontaneous recovery and because it became clear from the initial results that Doxazosin had no beneficial effect over placebo in the treatment of urinary retention. Diabetes and poor functional status were found to be prognostic factors for recovery failure. Most elderly women with urinary retention in geriatric rehabilitation centers will probably recover spontaneously. Alpha blockers appear to have no beneficial effect in this population.